
Effect of Different Drying Methods on the Quality of
Traditional Chinese Medicine Formula Flow Extract after
Drying

 

Abstract : The effects of different drying methods on the dry extract obtained after drying the
traditional Chinese medicine preparation extract were compared.
Vacuum dry, microwave drying and spray drying were used to dry the extract of compound blue
silver granules, compound sputum capsules and anti-inflammatory degreased tablets. The
traits, extract yield and index components were evaluated. Indicators, to investigate the effect of
different drying methods on the quality of traditional Chinese medicine preparation thick paste
after drying.

The dry extract obtained by spray drying is the lightest, the microwave drying equipment is the
second, the vacuum dry dry extract is the darkest; the microwave drying and vacuum drying
yield is higher, the spray drying yield is generally lower; The index, the dry extract of the dry
extract index component is significantly higher than the other two drying methods.

Different drying methods have an effect on the properties, yield and content of the dry extract. In
the actual process research, the drying method must be screened.
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The production of traditional Chinese medicine preparations often involves the drying process of
thick paste. Common drying methods include drying method, vacuum drying method,
microwave drying method, spray drying method, freeze drying method and the like. The drying
method has a great influence on the quality of the preparation.
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In this experiment, compound blue silver granules, compound sputum capsules and anti-
inflammatory degreased tablets were used as research objects. Three hospitals were used to
dry the three Chinese herbal medicines in three different drying methods. The traits, extract
yields and indicators were used. The content of the ingredients was used as an evaluation index
to compare the effects of different drying methods on the quality of the thickened traditional
Chinese medicine preparation.

From the observation of the dry extract properties, the dry extract obtained by spray drying has
the lightest color, and the dry extract obtained by vacuum drying has the deepest color, the
gelatinization phenomenon of the extract, and the burnt smell; the extract yield rate, microwave
and vacuum The dry paste yield is relatively close, and the spray drying yield is the lowest.
According to the index component content, the dry extract extract component content of spray
drying is significantly higher than the other two drying methods (measured per gram of dry
extract), vacuum The lowest drying.

The three traditional Chinese medicine preparations selected in this trial have established their
content determination methods when establishing the quality standards for hospital
preparations. Therefore, this test directly measures the content and compares the effects of
different drying processes on the quality of traditional Chinese medicine preparations.

In the spray drying, the compound capsule thick paste has poor fluidity of the primer, easy to
stick to the wall, loose structure and easy adhesion, and can not complete the preparation of the
spray-dried product. Therefore, it has not been spray-dried to prepare a dry extract.
When the dry extract powder is prepared by a small spray drying apparatus, there is a
phenomenon that the powder is blown out of the tuyere, so that the yield of the spray-dried
extract is affected.
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